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1. Star Formation Measurements in the Ultraviolet

2. Star Formation Measurements at Optical Wavelengths 

3.   Star Formation Measurements in the Infrared



Introduction:Introduction:  Why worry?Why worry?

! Star formation links the invisible (driven by gravity and the

subject of theoretical modeling) and the visible (directly

measurable) `Universe’

! SF shapes its surroundings by:

! depleting galaxies of gas

! controlling the metal enrichment of the ISM and IGM

! regulating the radiative and mechanical feedback into the

ISM and IGM

! shaping the stellar population mix in galaxies.

! Characterizing the laws of SF, and deriving unbiased SFR

measurements are key for linking the baryonic to the non-baryonic

components of the Universe.



Wanted: `GlobalWanted: `Global’’ Measures of SF Measures of SF

M82: optical (R, H!) 

     and IR (3.6, 8 µm)

M51: H!, 3.6, 8 µm

        UV, H!, 24 µm

Need good 

`whole galaxy’ estimators



SFR MeasurementsSFR Measurements
! Defined virtually at all wavelengths, from the X-ray to the

radio.

! An integrated or a monochromatic luminosity, L("), is

converted to a rate of formation of *massive stars*. Thus:

! assumptions on the stellar IMF are needed;

! the impact of dust obscuration needs to be gauged;

! the contribution of evolved (non-star-forming) populations

need to be calibrated, when dealing with whole galaxies.

! Broadly speaking, the UV and optical SFR indicators measure

the emission from massive stars unabsorbed by dust, while the

mid and far IR (beyond a few µm) measure the emission from

dust-processed stellar light.



How Well is any How Well is any ""-measure Linked to SFR?-measure Linked to SFR?

Dale et al. 2007

" (µm)                     1                           10                             100                       1000

H! P! 8 µm 24 µm 70 µm 160 µm
UV [OII]

`calorimetric’ IR



Is UV the most direct SFR tracer?Is UV the most direct SFR tracer?

Ultraviolet stellar continuum: a direct measure of the light from

the young massive stars.

(A recent boost from

GALEX)

                                    UV

However:

1. heavily affected by dust (AV=1 mag implies A1500 ~ 3 mag).

Dust `correction’ methods have limits (age-dust degeneracy).

2. Dependent on the stellar population mix and SF history.

Measures timescales around 100 Myr.



UV, Dust, and AgeUV, Dust, and Age

Starbursts

(Calzetti et al. 1994,1995,1996,1997,2000,

Meurer et al. 1999, Goldader et al. 2002)

#26

A dusty stellar

population may have

similar UV

characteristics of an

old population



SFR-ExtinctionSFR-Extinction

Starbursts

AV = 3.1 E(B-V) = 14.4 Z $SFR
0.64

(Wang & Heckman, 1996; Heckman et al. 1998; Calzetti 2001

Hopkins et al. 2001, Sullivan et al. 2001, Calzetti et al. 2007)

SF regions in normal galaxies



What is the UV actually measuringWhat is the UV actually measuring

#26

In non-starburst galaxies

(i.e., in `normal’ star-

forming), UV probes age

range ~0-100 Myr

(Buat et al. 2002, 2005, Bell 2002,

Gordon et al. 2004, Xu et al.

2004, Seibert et al. 2005, Calzetti

et al. 2005)

Blue= starbursts

Red= normal SF



SFRs SFRs in the Opticalin the Optical
" Derived from the large number of hydrogen recombination

lines (H!, H#, P!, Br%, …) and forbidden line emission ([OII],

[OIII],…).

" Trace ionizing photons, i.e., lifespans of ~ 10 Myr.

" Affected by:

" dust extinction (extinction at H# ~ extinction at 2300 A continuum)

" upper end of stellar IMF (twice as much at H! than in UV continuum)

" metallicity and ionization conditions (forbidden lines)

" underlying stellar absorption (hydrogen lines)
(Gallagher et al. 1989; Kennicutt 1998;

Rosa-Gonzales et al. 2002; Charlot et al.

2002; Kewley et al. 2002, 2004,

Moustakas et al. 2006)

For reference:

                       SFR (Mo yr-1) =  5.3 x 10-42 [L H!, obs(erg s-1)] 

                                                                      (Kroupa IMF)



SFRs in the Optical - 2

Rosa-Gonzalez et al. 2002

S
F

R

SFR(FIR)

Neglecting extinction produces on average (in nearby galaxy 

samples) underestimates of:

~ 3x using H!

~ 6x using [OII]



FIR toFIR to SFR? SFR?

Dale et al. 2007

" (µm)                     1                           10                             100                       1000

8 µm 24 µm 70 µm 160 µm

`calorimetric’ IR

FIR - sensitive to heating from old, as well as young, stellar populations 

8 µm - mostly single photon heating (PAH emission)

24 µm - both thermal and single photon heating

70 µm and 160 µm - mostly thermal, also from old stars



SFR (FIR)SFR (FIR)
! Idea around since IRAS times (e.g., Lonsdale & Helou 1987): SFRs from

bolometric IR emission (see calibration in Kennicutt 1998).

! Depending on luminosity, bolometric IR may be measuring star formation

or old stars’ heating (and don’t forget AGNs!)

! FIR SEDs depend on dust temperature (stellar field intensity; Helou

1986); problematic if w.l. coverage not complete.

Higher SFR (stellar field intensity) ~

higher dust `temperature’



SFR(8 SFR(8 µµm, 24 m, 24 µµm, ?)m, ?)

! ISO provided ground for investigating monochromatic IR emission as

SFR tracers, esp. UIB=AFE=(?)PAH (e.g., Madden 2000, Roussel et al. 2001,

Boselli et al. 2004, Forster-Schreiber et al. 2004, Peeters et al. 2004, …).

! Spitzer has opened a `more sensitive’ window to the distant Universe:

! A number of studies with Spitzer has already looked at the viability of

monochromatic IR emission (mainly 8 and 24 µm) as SFR indicator (Wu

et al, 2005, Chary et al., Alonso-Herrero et al. 2006, etc.)

! Appeal of PAH emission (restframe 7.7 µm emission for z~2) for

investigating star formation in high-z galaxy populations (e.g., First Look,

GOODS, MIPS GTO, etc.;  Daddi et al. 2005)

! Monochromatic 24 µm (restframe) emission also potentially useful

for measuring high-z SFRs (see Dickinsons’ Spitzer Cy3 Legacy)



Isolating Star FormationIsolating Star Formation……..

Use starbursts or SF regions in

galaxies (SINGS).

Use P! as  `ground truth’, i.e., an

`unbiased’ measure of instantaneous

SFR (Boeker et al. 1999; Quillen & Yukita

2001)

Measure 8 µm, 24 µm, H!, and P!.

Scale ~ 100-600 pc

M51

NGC925

33 normal galaxies (220 regions)

34 starbursts 



SFR(24)SFR(24)

Red: High Metallicity SF regions

Green: Medium Metallicity SF regions

Blue: Low Metallicity SF regions 

Black filled symbols: Low Met Starbursts and LIRGs 

Can we understand (and

interpret) the slopes, and

the spread, of the data?

Calzetti et al.2007

1. Slope is `super-linear’ (1.23)

2. Slight dependence on metallicity

3. Spread is significant (0.4 dex

FWHM)

SFR(Mo yr-1) = 1.27 x 10-38 [L24(erg s-1)]0.885



ModelsModels

L(IR) =  
0

 FS(")  [1- 10(-0.4 A(")) ] d"

L(8), L(24)

Draine & Li 2006; assume mass fraction

 of low-mass PAH depends on metallicity

FS(") ~ FS(mass/age,SFR,Z)

Starburst99; Leitherer et al. 1999

attenuation law/geometry=> A(")

Calzetti et al. 1994, Meurer et al. 1999;

Calzetti 2001; implicit foreground.

L(IR)

H!, P! (intr.) H!, P! (obs)

SFR - Extinction



SFR(24) in ModelsSFR(24) in Models
4 Myr burst (or 100 Myr constant) SF, solar metallicity

1/10 Z

Myr:  10   8   6  4    2

o Larger-than-unity slope (in log-log scale) is effect of increasing `dust temperature’

o Non-linear behavior at decreasing luminosities is due to increasing transparency of the

ISM

o Spread due to range of HII regions ages (~2-8 Myr)

    L(IR) ~ L(P!)  for E(B-V) > 1 mag

    How do we get a super-linear slope?

Draine & Li 2006



SFR(8)SFR(8)

Calzetti et al.2007

Red: High Metallicity SF regions

Green: Medium Metallicity SF regions

Blue: Low Metallicity SF regions 

Black symbols: Low Met Starbursts and LIRGs

1. Slope is `sub-linear’

2. Strong dependence on metallicity

3. Dependence on region measured

4.  Same spread as SFR(24) for high

metallicity data.



SFR(8) in ModelsSFR(8) in Models
4 Myr burst (or 100 Myr constant) SF, solar metallicity

1/10 Z

Myr:  10   8   6  4    2

o Lower-than-unity slope and region-size dependence unaccounted for by models;

measured L(8) may be `contaminated’ by diffuse emission heated by underlying (non-star-

forming) populations; or may be destroyed/fragmented by high intensity radiation.

o L(8 µm) is strongly dependent on metallicity; lower metallicity may lower number of

low-mass PAH

Draine & Li 2006



A Robust Measure of SFRA Robust Measure of SFR
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Kennicutt et al. 2007

Calzetti et al. 2007

L(H!) = unobscured SF

L(24µm) = dust-obscured

SF

best fit slope ~ 1

Not necessarily `practical’ for high-z studies

How can we compensate

for increasing medium’s

transparency at low IR

emission end?

SFR (Mo yr-1) =  5.3 x 10-42 [L H!, obs + 0.031 L24µm (erg s-1)] 



Expanding to longer w.l.Expanding to longer w.l.

While Spitzer still

provides a wealth of

data to mine, angular

resolution issues limit

the ability to investigate

the relation between

heating populations

and dust emission

components as a

function of wavelength.

Solution: HERSCHEL



PHOENIGS: from the SINGS `ashesPHOENIGS: from the SINGS `ashes’’
Project for Herschel On an Extragalactic NormalProject for Herschel On an Extragalactic Normal

Infrared Galaxies SurveyInfrared Galaxies Survey

R. Kennicutt (PI; IoA, Cambridge, UK), D. Calzetti (US-PI, Umass, USA), + a

European/US team

Broad Science Objectives:

• Trace and characterize the flow of energy through the ISM in galaxies;

• Link heaters-emitters: use Herschel spatial resolution to enable definitive modeling of

radiative transfer of dust and gas cooling in galaxies;

• Probe the nature/origin of extended cold dust envelopes; link warm-cold dust emission

• Connect dust tracers (e.g., long-wave Herschel) to gas tracers (e.g., CO); X-factor(s);;

• Improve dust and spectral diagnostics of star formation and ISM properties.

Approach:

• An objectively selected sample of nearby galaxies (SINGS-inspired), optimized to cover a

broad and representative range of properties, and broad range of local physical environments;

• Exploit angular resolution for resolving infrared components and dust heating  populations.

• Leverage existing and new ancillary data: from UV to radio

• Data and high-level data products would be delivered quickly to the broad community.



ConclusionsConclusions

! SFR(UV) probes timescales up to ~ 100 Myr. Affected by dust extinction and

dust-age degeneracy.

! SFR(lines) probe instantaneous (~ 10 Myr) SF. Affected by extinction,

ionization conditions (metal lines), underlying stellar absorption (H#).

! SFR(FIR) probes star-forming as well as non-star-forming stellar populations.

It is a `calorimetric’ measure (potentially limiting).

! SFR(8) and SFR(24) are more closely associated with Ha than with UV
(Calzetti et al. 2005).

!In the absence of AGNs, L(24) and L(24)+L(H!) provide more robust SFR

indicators than L(8)

! Use of the 8 µm emission requires extreme caution: very sensitive to both

metallicity (30x) and presence of diffuse emission (PAH heated by the general

stellar population; ~2x)

! Although derived for HII regions/starbursts, preliminary studies indicate that

calibrations are applicable to general SF galaxy population (within 20%)


